With the COVID-19 pandemic still spreading around the globe, vaccines’ search is growing as rapidly as possible. Several well-known companies are currently conducting vaccine trials as we speak, with capital investments funding their work.

Here are just a few of them:

Moderna

Moderna is a company that works on developing vaccines that are based on mRNA or messenger RNA. Their work is focused on producing viral proteins in a body that might be able to fight the coronavirus. While their vaccine is not in the market yet, they have a government-backed payroll of $1 billion.

This company has also partnered with the National Institutes of Health. It has come up with a vaccine that can give monkeys protection from COVID-19. It has also put the vaccine in human trials during March. T...
Jiko Becomes First Fintech to Acquire Nationally Chartered Bank

Central Banking Hanah Johnson
Digital bank Jiko has acquired Mid-Central National Bank, a 63-year old brick-and-mortar bank in Wadena, Minn. This is the first time a...

Norway’s Sovereign Wealth Fund loses $21 Billion in First Half

Fund News Joshua Stowers
Norway’s sovereign wealth fund, the largest of its kind in the world, posted a loss of $21 billion in the first six...

More than 100 Companies Filed Bankruptcy, Defaulted on Loans Since May

Bankruptcy Angelina Vasilevsky
Bankruptcies crossed a new milestone this week. Since May 18, 2020, there have been at least 102 Chapter 11 bankruptcy filings or...

New High Yield Bond Ratings August 31 – September 04, 2020

Bankruptcy Bridgett Jordan
At least 18 companies received downgrades or revisions on high yield bond ratings during the week of August 31 – September 04,...

Flywheel, Town Sports Bankruptcies Highlight Evolution of Fitness Industry
Bankruptcy Masahiro Ito
The impact of COVID-19 continues taking its toll on gym and fitness studio operators. Flywheel Sports Inc., the operator of spin studios...
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